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A set of I) nondistinct ~rocesssors, o
ompute a function of their initial values. Every 
with O(n log n) messages, white some functions can be computed with as few 
We prove a necessary and sufficient condition for a regul 
messages. Languages that do not satisey this condition are 
uires Q(n iog it) messagee The condition is an extension of the notion of counfer-Sage r gular 
languages. These results give a gup rhmrem for recognizing regular languages on the synchronous 
anonymous ring. In contrast, we show a family of nonregular tanguages, computing thresholds, 
that obtain any intermediate complexity in the range 9(n) to f3( n log n b. 
1. uctioa 
Professors in a distributed network communicate by exchanging messages in
order to compute some function of all their initial values. Previously known results 
(upper and lower bounds) are on the message complexity of a specific problem. 
These results do not say explicitly what the properties are that make a function 
hard to compute. The main contribution of this paper is in exhibiting a property 
that classifies whether a function is ‘easy’ or ‘hard’ to compute. 
We concentrate on the simple circular arran ement of processors, the ring- This 
network topology was extensively studied and e ibits may of the important features 
of distributed computing. A number of algorithms and lower bounds are known for 
this model-for findi the maximum of all inputs [2, 4, 5, 10, 11 J, and for the 
computation of vario functions [ 1, 8, 93. 
ent in asynchronous lower bounds is that information must flow 
the other (see [2,8,93). For synchronous ~orn~~tati~n~, 
enefally, it clai attefns that 
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are locally ‘similar’ force many processors to send messages in order to acquire 
global information (this argument was first US 
but is also used impkitly in [ II]). Thus, We 100 
for which highly symmetric input assignments 
basic Boolean functions can be expressed as the characteristic function of a regular 
language. 
Assume , for simplicity, that processors have (0, I} input values. Counting the 
number of ones on the ring requires global knowledge and thus seems difficult. 
With regular languages one can count to a constant threshold or modulo some 
constant. In view of the 0(n log n) messages lower bound for XOR, i.e., counting 
modulo 2 [l], it seems reasonable to assume that counting modulo a constant is 
hard. Conversely, regular languages not related to modulo counting, i.e., with 
threshold counting, are easy to compute. Countes$ree regular languages are a 
well-knawn subclass of regular languages where counting modulo a constant is 
excluded (see I?]). Cnandra, Fortune and Lipton [3] have shown that associative 
functions computable by constant depth, unbounded fan-in circuits (AC’) are exactly 
those related to counter-free languages. The notion of counter-free languages is not 
sufficient for our purposes: If we grant processors knowledge of the ring size (i.e., 
inpur length), some non-counter-free languages can be recognized with no messages 
at all (as, for example, the set of all even-sized words) ! 
We have to extend the notion of counter-free languages (or rather the equivalent 
definition of permutation-free (PF) laliguages) to quasi-permutation-free (QPF) 
languages. QPF languages can be recognized with O(n) messages, regular languages 
which are not QPF require Ln( r~ log n) messages in the worst case. Every language 
can tie recognized with 0( n log n) messages [l], while In(n) is a trivial lower bound. 
The combination of these results gives a gap theorem-all regular languages have 
message complexity of either O(n) or O(n log n). 
A similar gap theorem cannot be obtained for nonregular languages. We show 
that for any function g, 1 s g(n) s ‘r, computing the g(+ihreshold function requires 
exactly O( n Iog g(n)) messages in our model. 
Our results are stated in terms of message complexity necessary and sufficient for 
recognition of regular languages, rather than in term5 of bit complexity. However, 
lower bound results apply directly to the number of bits required for the recognition 
of languages; while algorithms using O(m) messages can easily be modified to run 
with as few as O(m) bits. This can be done simply in the case of algorithms which 
send only messages from a fixed domain (i.e., each message requires only a constant 
number of bits). Moreover, by a sophisticated use of synchronism one can transform 
any algorithm running with O(m) messages (from a finite domain) into an algorithm 
using only O(m) bits. This is done by partitioning every cycle of message exchange 
to many subcycles, and sending one bit (or a null message) on subcycle k to transfer 
the message !c. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we give some 
definitkns and basic results necessary for the proofs later. Section 3 contains the 
main result-a gap theorem for regular langua es, in Section 3.1 we she 
quasi-permuation-free language can be recu nized with O(n) mess 
Section 3.2 we show that the recognition of non-quasi-p 
requires a( n log n) messages in the worst case. In Section 
theorem for nonregular Ian uages. We conclude, in Section 5, with a 
the results. 
2. Definitions and preli 
2.1. System model 
Consider a system of n indistinguishable (anonymous) processors arranged on a 
bidirectional ring. Every processor P has two distinct links to its neighbors, leftt P) 
and right(P). The ring is oriented, i.e., left(right( P)) = P for every processor P. We 
deal with the synchronous model where all processors start the computation simulta- 
neously and proceed synchronously in lock step. In each cycle all processors take 
one step simultaneously, consisting of receiving messages from their neighbors, 
performing a local computation and sending messages to their neighbors. WG assume 
that processors know the size of the ring. We sometimes refer ?o n consecutive 
cycles as a supercycle. 
Each processor has some initial value from some finite alphabet C. For simplicity, 
we usually assume that C = (0, 1). The concatenation of these input values (letters) 
creates a word, to which we shall refer as the ring configuration. All processctrs have 
to compute some Boolean function f of their inputs, i.e., to check membership of 
the word spelled out on the ring in the language L, = ( W If( W) = TRUE}. The 
computation of a Boolean function f is equivalent to the recognition cf the !anguage 
2.2. Languages 
We assume the reader is familiar with basic notions and concepts of formal 
languages and automata theory (we follow [6]). A regular language is defined by 
a finite deterministic automaton FA = (Q, Z, 6, qo, F), where Q is its set of states, 
C its alphabet, S its state transition function, qoE Q its start state, and F c Q the 
set of accepting states. We assume FA is the reduced automaton. 
~Waoion. We use l to denote word concatenation. The length of the word W is 
denoted 1 WI. 
A language L is invariant under circular shijb if, for any two words W, , Wz E Z”, 
W, - W2E Lifandonlyif WZ* W, E L. A language L is computable on an anonymous 
oriented ring iff it is invariant under circular shifts [l]. 
Any word WE C* indicates a mapping on the set of states gw : Q + Q, defined 
3s ow(qi) = S(qi, W) for all qi E Q. We call this mapping the mapping induced by 
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A regular 1angJage (PF 
S={q, l l .q&Q,ka2,and rd W&E” sue 
tion of S. (See [7 3 tin counter-free ianguages.) 
The following theorem justifies the name quasi-permutation-free, and claims that 
the class of PF languages is included in the class of QPF la 
Theorem 2.1. If a regular language L is PF, then L is QPF. 
Proof. See Appendix. 0 
2.3. Iterated homomorphisms 
For the lower bounds arguments, two words (over some alphabet 2) that are 
highly symmetric have to be constructed. That is, every substring that appears in 
any of the words appears many times in both. To construct these words we use a 
technique introduced in Cl]. The words are created by iterated applications of an 
homomorphism that substitutes a fixed word for every letter starting from two fixed 
(short) strings. Consider iterative applications of the following homomorphism: 
h(O) = 1(01)&, h(l)=O(O1)k 
to the words I and 0. Then 1 WOl = 1 W,l = n. Let 2n + I= (2k+ l)‘, and denote W,,= 
h’(O), WI = h’( 1). Then 1 WO] = I W,l = 2n + 1 and W0 =F (Boolean complement); 
moreover, -Ne have the follo*wing fact. 
ct The number of ones in W0 is 0 modulo k~, and the number of zeros in W0 is 
?, .mo k. 7be number of ones in W, is 1 modulo k and the number of zeros in W, 
is 0 modulo k 
The following lemma claims that W0 and WI share many occurrences of every 
substring. 
Lemma 2.3. Let WO, W, be as above. Let p be a string that occurs either in W0 or in 
W,, IpI< (2k+ l)‘-‘; then p occurs in both W0 and W, at least nl(2k + l)*lpl times. 
roof. Special case of [ 1, Theorem 6.61. Cl 
Corollary 2.4. There is a substring of length nl(2k + l)* that appears in both W0 and 
WI l 
2.4. Basic lower bound argument 
Consider an algorithm that recognizes a language L and two configurations IO 
and I,, both of length n, s.t. Pb 2 L, I, & L. Look at the runs of the algorithm on IO 
and I,, and call a cycle active if in either runs a message is sent during this cycle. 
times in both. 
If for language L there exists a foo!i pair of size n, then any aig~r~t~m 
which recognizes L on rings of size n requires nt least 4 1 yzI /S(i) messages in the worst 
case. 
Proof. See [I, Theorem 6.21. D 
Corollary 2.6. Let WO, W, be as abotle. Let L be a language such that WOE L and 
W, E L; then any algorithm for recognizing L on the synchronous anonymous ring 
requires at least 
1 n 
1(2k+1)2 
In(n/(lk + 1 j2) 
messages in the worst case. 
3. Gap theorem for regular languages 
3.1. Linear algorithm for QPF languages 
There exists a trivia1 algorithm to recognize whether a ring configuration belongs 
to some regular language L: In the first cycle each processor p sends its value IP to 
its left and sets a local variab!e state to S( qo, I,). At subsequent cycles it forwards 
a value Z it receives to its left, and performs one transition of the automaton, i-e 
sets state = S(state, I). The algorithm terminates when each processor has seen t4e 
entire ring configuration (after n cycles). On termination, the processor holds in 
state the stale in which the automaton halts after parsing this configuration. The 
processor can compute locally whether the ring configuration belongs to L or not. 
To improve the algorithm, consider the following sets: For a war 
of states ArQ, define S(A, W)=(s(q, W):qc 
CO~SI,+S of the states in which the automaton can h 
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W and starting to parse the suffix W in some state in A. A war W is called a 
synchronizing sequence for A G Q if IS (A, W)l = 1 l 
Note that after the ith cycle a processor views a stri 
of the i processors to its left. A processor viewing 
S( Q, Wi) = (q) for some q E Q, i.e., W is a synchronizing sequence for Q. In that 
case, the processor knows that no matter in which state the automaton will start 
parsing the suffix, it will always halt in state q* The ring configuration is in L ifi 
q E E A further improvement will be to have such processor notify all the other 
processors of that fact and terminate the computation. 
The above improvements can cause the algorithm to halt after less then n iterations, 
in some cases, but in the worst case the message complexity remains a( n*). 
To improve the worst-case message complexity we partition the processors into 
two sets, active and passive (relay). Initially, all the processors are active and at 
each iteration some of the active processors become passive. Four a general function 
we can make sure that a fixed fraction of the processors will become passive at each 
iteration, thus improving the message complexity to 0( n log n). With no further 
assumptions on the function this is also a lower bound (for both bounds see [I]). 
Our main goal is to show that if a language is quasi-permutation-free, then the 
remaining active processors can be selected in such a way that the algorithm will 
terminate after a constant number of iterations. 
Fermutation-free languages 
Let L be a permutation-free language. Look at the reduced state-transition graph 
of the automaton as a directed graph. Decompose the directed graph of the 
automaton into strongly connected components, C, , C2, . . . , C,,, E Q. Let input be 
the ring configuration. 
The main idea of the algorithm is that each processor maintains a set of states 
Si = 6(A, Wi) (where i is the number of the current iteration) for an appropriate 
set A C_ Q, and word Wi. If ISi1 = 1, then the processor halts and notifies all other 
processors. Otherwise, a subset of the active processors is selected, with the following 
properties: 
(a) all of them view the same string; 
(b) the size of Si is strictly decreasing. 
A simple case 
We first describe the algorithm for the special case where there is a connected 
component Cj and a prefix lead of some circular shift of input s.t. S( qO, lead) E Cj 
with the following property: for every circular shift of input of the form lead l end, 
S(qO, lead l end) E Cj* In that case every parsing of a circular shift of input which 
starts with lead, will halt in a state in Cj. Since Cj is a maximal st;ongly connectsd 
set, the automaton does not leave Cj after parsing lead. Note that lead might appear 
a number of times on the ring. Initially, processors which view ieats’ are active. 
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Formal description 
At each iteration of the algorithm each active processor views old, a suffix of 
some cyclic sh of the ring configuration starting with lead. By assumption, 
S(q,, old) E C’m prcrcessQrs also store into a variable Si (where i is number 
of the current iteration) the set of states in which the automaton can be after scannin 
the substring they view (sld). Initially, all processors are active, with old = kead and 
so= S(Cj u {qg), lead). 
As the algorithm procee s, active processors cslleet more information and reduce 
the size of Sia Ar each iteration every active processor collects into a variablle new 
the input values to its left, from the end of its old string up to the next active 
processor. At that time the processor knows that the string old l new l old occurs in 
the ring. Each processor now checks whether different states are reached with old 
and with old l new l old starting from go. If so, we select one such word new (different 
active processors might have different words new) and advance the computation: 
Algorithm for component Cj: 
begin (main) 
call Initialize, 
while IS,1 > 1 do begin 
{do one iteration} 
each active processor p collects the values on the ring from the end of its 
old string up to the next active processor to its left, and sp~‘eo them in nexb; 
call Select-New; {select some flew,} 
active processors p with new,, = new, remain active 
Si+* := S(S,, new - old); 
i:= i+l; 
old := old - new - old; 
end; 
call Compute; 
end. {main} 
Procedure rnitialize; 
processors which view !eud are initially active; 
q:= Cj U {%}; 
So:= &(c, lead); 
1 .= 0; 
old := lead; 
endprocedure; 
Procedure Compute; 
if S( 9,,, old - new) E F then accept else reject; 
{in both cases-ha!t) 
endprocedure; 
Procedure Select-New; 
select a word new,, such that S( qO, old) # 6(9,, old * newP,, * oki 1; 
if no such p,, found then call Compute; 
endprocedure; 
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old 0 new l old is the word viewed by active processors and Si is updated accordingly. 
Pseudo-code of the component algorithm appears in Fig. I. 
There are two cases in which an active proces 
accept or to reject. The algorithm terminates when 
with old and old 8 newP, 0 old are the same for all processors pi. In each case 
the active processors can locally decide whether to accept or to reject. 
If IS,] = 1, then old is a synchroaiziig squence for SO9 the ring configuration 
is x l old l new. Since q. E SO, each ;ctiue processor calculates whether S( q-,, 
old l new) E E 
In the second case, since all active processors hold the same word oM, we have 
input = old l newpi l . . . l old l new,, (up to a circular shift). For every active processor 
pi, 4’ = 6( 99, old) = S(q,, GM l newPa 0 old). Hence (by induction), 6(q0, old l newPi) = 
S(qc, input). Each active processor p checks whether 6(q0, old l new,,) E F. 
In both cases, active processors inform all processors up co the next active 
processor. Corollary 3.2 implies that the sets Si are strictly decreasing. This implies 
that the algorithm will terminate after at most 101 iterations. 
Lemma 3.1. (i) SitI c_ Si. 
(ii) lf Si = Si+l, then new l old induces Q nontrivial permutation on Si. 
of. (i): Let Q= Cj u {qO} (as defined in Procedure Initialize). First we prove by 
induction on i that Si = S(q, old) with the appropriate string old. By definition, 
So = S(c, old ). .-Assume the claim is true for Si ; then, 
S i+l= 6(S,. nev l old) = S(S(G, old), new l old) 
(by the induction hypothesis), hence, 
S- 1+1 = S(c, old l new 0 ok!). 
TO prove now that Si E Si+l , denote S’ = S(c, old l new). By the assumption on 
Cj, S’C Cj. However Si+l= S(c, old l new l old) = 6(S’, old), while Si = S(q, old). 
Since SC_ q, we have Si+l c Si. 
(ii): Assume that Si = Si+l . Note that Si+l = 8(Si, new l old). Look at the natural 
mapping induced by new l old, c~,~~,. Old, on S+ Since, for any q E S6, a,,, . Old(q) E 
Si+, = Si, crnew . old is well defined. The mapping cr,,, . Old iS onto Si, hence it is a 
permutation. Denote q1 = 6( qO, old), q1 E Si. To see that a,,,, . old is nontrivial, note 
that 
atww~ - old 91 ( )=6(q,,new~old)=S(q0,01d~new~old)#S(q,,,old)=q, 
(since Si+l is comT*rted after the call to Select-New, where a string new satisfying 
this condition is found). [I3 
. If a language L is permutation-free, then Si+ 1 C Si. 
c Si; by Lemma 3.1 
ubset of states of L. 
if Si+l = S,, then there exists 
ce, L is not permutation-free. 
f. Corollary 3.2 implies that the algorithm will execute at most f 
which ensures termination of the protocol. Its correctness follows from the previous 
discussion. 
Only a linear number of messa es is sent by the al 
collection of values by the active process can be done with a linear number of 
messages. Procedure Select-New finds a wo that satisfies certain conditions. Notice 
that if some processor sends a message alo e ring, it will reach all other processors 
after at most n cycles. Any processor holding such a new sends a mess 
does not forward more messages. Qther processors wait for n cycles and 
messages. If no message was received, then nc processor holds a value satisfyin 
these properties. To select such a value, repeat the same al crithm for all possible 
values (say, in lexical order). Once a value is faund, we terminate the algorithm; 
hence only a linear number of messages are sent. Hence, the total complexity of 
the algorithm is O(lQl l n) =0(n). Cl 
Before proceeding to the general case, we should note why the component 
algorithm fails in that case. The place where the assumption was used was in the 
proof of Lemma 3.1 and, indeed, this lemma does not hold in the general case. 
Procedure Initiaiize; 
all processors are active; 
lead := A; {initially the empty word] 
c := 1; {the component we check) 
endprocedure; 
Prucedure Select-New; 
for j := 111 domto c + 1 du 
if there is a processor p. with S(qo, old l new, - ofd) E Ci 
then call New-Component(j); 
{no processor can advance to another componer?t) 
if IS,! = 1 then call Compute; 
if there is a processor p with S( qo, old) # S(qo, old - new,, * old) 
then select some new,; 
else call Compute; 
endprecti~re; 
Procedure New-Component (j); 
active processors p with new, = new, remain active; 
.- . . 
C.-J, 
lead := old. new,, - old; 
* .- - 0; 
io:= C,.“(qo); 
ohd := lead; 
endprocedure; 
Fie. 2. The general procedures (used with the mair! program in Fig. 1). 
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There may be processors viewing strings that lead out of the current component 
and the proof would not work. The modification required is tool select such strings 
(if they exist) and restart the algoldthm in a new component. 
77re general case 
Recall that C,, . . . , Cm _ c Q is the decomp&ion of the transition graph of the 
automaton into strongly connected components. W.l.o.g., assume that if there is a 
path from a state in Ci to a state in Cj, then i ~j, i.e., components are numbered 
according to their topological order. Clearly, q. E C, . 
We modify procedure Select-New so it will first look for strings leading out of 
the current component. For a string new, define comp(new) - j if 
S( q3, old l new l okd) E Cj for the current old string. We now select the string new, 
with the maximal camp value (in the worst case this is j,, where CjO is the cun.ent 
component). The modified procedures Select-New and Initialize appear in Fig. 2 
and are used with the main program of the component algorithm. 
Theorem 3.4. A perrr~tation~free language can be recognized on a synchronous anony- 
mous ring using at most O(n) messages 51 the worst case. 
Proof. The general algorithm terminates in the same cases as the component 
algorithm. In that case no circular shift of the input configuration leads out of the 
current component and the previous proofs remain valid. We will repeat the while 
loop at most IQ1 times, hence a total number O(n) messages will be sent. Cl 
Quasi-pcrmu ta tion-free languages 
Let L be a quasi-permutation-free language that is not permutation-free. In the 
previous algorithm, the fact that the language is permutation-free was used only to 
assure termination of the algorithm by showing that Si+-ls Si (Corollary 3.2). 
We modify the algorithm such that a processor that has Si = Si+l becomes passive 
(recall that, by Lemma 3.1, Si c Si-tl). A problem might arise when all processors 
become passive. This situation can be ‘detected’ from the absence of messages. We 
prove that, in such a case, the (implicit) knowledge that for all active processors 
Si = Si+l is sufficient for each active processor to compute locally whether the ring 
configuration is in L or not. 
Every active processor p holds two strings, old (tha.t is identical for all the active 
processors) and new,,. Define the set N to include all the words x for which there 
exists a word W s.t. x is a substring of W and when the algorithm runs on the ring 
configuration W, it halts with the set Si and, for some active processor p, new, = x. 
That is, N includes the set of all words that can serve as new, for an active processor 
p halting with set of states Si. Let R = (old l IV)* n E”, R includes the ring coniigur- 
ation. 
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Lemma 3.5. If there exist r o, rl E R, roE L, rl E L, then L is not QPE 
Proof. Assume that there exist ro, rl E IZ such that roe L and rl c L. Since all words 
in R are of the same length, lrol = 1 rile W e s h ow that r, and rl satisfy conditions 
(QPFa) and (QPPb). 
Denote the set of states held by active processors when terminating by S. Lemma 
3.1 implies that okd c .s induces a nontrivial permutation on S9 for every x E IV. 
Clearly, if two words induce a permutation on a set of states S, then their concatena- 
tion also induces a permutation. Any string in P, is a concatenation of strings from 
the above type. Therefore, every element in the set R induces a permatation on S. 
Let q1 = 6( qO, rO). By the definition of R, q1 E S and both r. and I=~ induce a 
permutation on S. Hence r, l rl induces a permutation on S; therefore, there is an 
integer k, 2 1 such that q1 = S(y,, (ro, &I). This implies that condition (QPFa) is 
satisfied w.r.t. kl . By a similar argument, there exists a k2 s&r that S(qo, r,) = 
S(qo, r,(rorl)~). Set k = k, l k,; hence, L. is not QPF w.r.t. r,, rn and k Cl 
Theorem 3.6. If L is r’? quasi-permutation-free language, then L can be recognized with 
O(n) messages on a synchronous anonymous ring. 
Proof. Run the algorithm with the above modification. If the algorithm terminates 
with all active processors having Sj = Si+l , do the following: Each active processor 
computes a set R as above (w.r.t. Sj and old /. \ l[f R c L, the processor accepts; if 
RGZ* - L, the processor ejects. By Lemma 3.5, if L is QPF, then either R c L or 
R G C* - L. Since the algorithm terminates when Si = Si+l , the number of iterations 
is bounded. Cl 
3.2. Lower bound for non-QPF languages 
Assume L is not a quasi-permutation-free language. Then there are two words 
Wl;. W&5*, IWol=lW,(, WoeL, W,EL, and an integer ksl s.t. 
(C?Fa) S(qo, W,) = S(q,, Wo( W, W,)k), and 
!QPFb) S(qo, wo) = Stqo, Wo( WdWk)- 
Since L can be recognized on an anonymous ring, L is shift invariant. Denote 
X = ( W. W,)k. Since L is shift invariant, ZWoA*Y E L if and only if W,XYZ E L. 
Because of condition (QPFa), WoXYZ E L if and only if W0 YZ E L. Since L is shift 
invariant, W. YZ E L if and only if ZW, YE L. This implies the following rule: 
zw~(w~W,)kYE L 43 ZWDYE L (1) 
and, from symmetry reasons, 
ZW,( w,W,)kYE L @ ZW,YE L. (2) 
We shall construct a fooling pair for L for infinitely many ring sizes. Let p = I Wol = 
I W,l, and let n = (2k_‘; 1)‘p. Recall now the homomorphism h from Section 2.3: 
h(0) = 1(01)‘, h(l)=o(Ol)” 
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and look at the following substitution: 
H(O)= W, H(P)= W,. 
Denote Wo= h’(0) and W, = h’(l), and apply H to W. and W, . Denote Z. = H( W,), 
II = H( W,), and observe that lZoi = lZ,l. 
Lemma 3.7. For every j 3 1, 
(i) H( h’(0)) e L; 
(ii) H(hj(lL))~ L. 
Proof. (i): By induction on j. Fcr j = I, H(h’(0)) = Wo( W. WI)k. By the rule (1), 
W,( W, W,)k E L if and only if W. E L. Since W. e L, we have H (k ’ (0)) e L. Assume 
that H(hj(0)) E L. In H( hj”(0)) we substitute W. instead of Wo( W. W,)k, and WI 
instead of W, ( W. W,)k. The resulting string is H( h’(O)). By rules (1) and (2) and 
the above substitution, H (h@‘(O)) E L if and only if H( h’(O)) E L. From the induction 
hypothesis, H (hj+‘( 0)) ti L. 
Claim (ii) is proved by similar arguments. Cl 
Theorem 3.8. Any algorithm for recognizing a non-QPF regular language requires at 
least n(n log n) messages. 
Proof. Assume L is not a quasi-permutation-free language (with constants k and p 
as above). Let n = (2k+ 1)’ l p and look at lo, II defined as above. Lemma 3.7 with 
j = I implies that I,& L, while II E L. 
By Lemma 2.3, any substring p, IpI s (2k + l)‘-*, that occurs in WI and W. occurs 
at least 
1 (2k+ 1)’ 
(2k+ I)* ’ IPI 
times in both W. and W, . Since any substring o, 1~1 a p, that occurs in lo (or ZJ is 
obtained from a substring of W. (or WI), any substring a, p7 6 Ial s (2k + I)‘-*p, 
that occurs in IO or I, occurs at least 
1 (2k+l)’ 1 
--’ Ial =(Zk+L)*p*;=’ i (2k+ 1)’ ( ) 
times both in Z. and II. 
Thus, lo and II are a fooling pair for L. From Lemma 2.5 it follows that any 
algorithm which recognizes L on rings of size n requires at least n( n log n) messages 
in the worst case. 0 
onregular languages 
In this section we span the entire spectrum of message ~~nmplexities in the range 
O(n) to O( n log n). Note that every computable function can be computed in 
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0(n log n) messages [I], while n(n) is a trivial lower bound. There are nonregular 
languages recognizable with Q(n) messages, for example, IV”. 
The range is spanned by threshold functions. Let 1 s t s n. Define the t-threshold 
set L, = { W 1 number of ones in IV 6 t). The t-threshold function is the characteristic 
function of L,. 
Note. The results in this section are presented for languages over the alphabet 
C = (0, 1); however, the results apply to any alphabet E, 1X(22. When 1x1= I, 
membership in a language is determined by word length only and threshold functions 
are constant for fixed n. 
Theorem 4.1. L, can be recognized using O(n log t) messages. 
Proof. We present an algorithm to recognize L, with O(n log t) messages. The 
algorithm is based on ‘active’ processors holding segments of the ring and trying 
to enlarge the segments they hold. Each processor holds the number of ones in its 
segment and a concatenation of the input values in its segment-the segment value. 
Initially, all processors are active. The algorithm proceeds in phases, and in each 
phase the number of active processors is reduced. Priority is given to processors 
with a large number of ones. This is done by dividing each phase to subphases, 
each taking a constant number of supercycles, in which only active processors with 
a certain number of ones send messages. If two active processors with the same 
number of ones are ad,iacent, the one with the larger segment value survives. 
Pseudo-code of the algorithm for computing threshold t appears in Fig. 3. 
The algorithm can terminate in one of the following situations: 
(1) Some processors have P+ 1 ones and they acknowledge all other processors. 
(2) Deadlock-with all active processors having the same number of ones and 
same segment values. This situation can be detected and then active processors 
reconstruct he ring, compute the function and acknowledge all other r/rocessors. 
To calculate an upper bound on the number of messages sent during t re execution 
of the algorithm, notice that at each phase at most O(n) messages are sent. Hen.ce, 
Threshold APgorithm 
for i = 1, . o . , log,.t do 
begin (phase i) 
if some processor has I + 1 ones then stop; 
forj=l,...,l do 
begin {sub-phase j} 
every processor with j ones sends a message tc the next processor with j ones. The 
one with a longer segment survives and collects the values in the segment; 
if some processor worked in this subphase then goto next phase. 
end 
if deadlock in that phase then stop; 
end 
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it is sufficient o bound the number of phases by O(log t). The algorithm proceeds 
as long as there is no processor with more than c ones. At each phase each surviving 
processor at least doubles the number of ones it holds. This implies that the algorithm 
will terminate after at most O(log t) phases, with a total number of 0( n log t) 
messages q 
The following theorem shows that the above algorithm is optimal. 
Theorem 4.2. Every algorithm for recognizing L, requires at least Q( n log t) messages. 
Proof. Let n=(2t+1)8; and 2t+1=3’. Let WO=h’(0) and W,=h’(l), where h is 
the homomorphism defined in Section 2.3 with k = 1. Note that 1 WOi = 1 W,l = 3’ = 
2 t + 1. By Fact 2.2, in IV0 there are exactly t ones and in W, there are exactly t + 1 
ones. 
Now, apply the following substitution (where r = n/(2t+ 1)): 
G(0) = Or, G(1) =O’-‘1 
Denote zo= G( W,) and zI = G( W,), lzol = lzll = n. Clearly, G preserves the number 
of ones. 
By Corollary 2.4, W, and W, have a common substring of length ;(2t+ 1) and 
hence, in z. and zl there is a common substring of length at least in. By Lemma 
2.3, every string of length i that appears in W, or W, appears at least $1 W,l/ i = &3’/ i 
times in both. After applying G, every substring of length j, ( i - 1 )r <j s ir, appears 
at least $3’/i times in both words. Substituting in Lemma 2.5 we get that any 
algorithm to recognize L, requires at least 
13’ 1 1 :I 
c 
r’ 3’ 1 tt 
c 
n 1 9 1 
--=-.-. i=lj=(i-l)r+l 27 i 2 27 i=l i -=54 i=, T-54 
--a n. 1 ,=Q(n log t) 
i=l 1 
messages in the worst case. Cl 
By taking f = g(n) for 1 s g(n) =G n, and using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we obtain 
the following corollary. 
@orollav 4.3. For every function 1 =S g(n) s n there is a language LR,,,) s. t. recognizing 
Lgf il ) quires t@i n lcrg g ( n ) ) messages. 
5. Discussion and osen guestgsm 
The algorithms presented here assumed the strongest type of synchronous anony- 
mous ring. It is pcusible! to extend the algorithms to weaker types of synchronous 
systems. In particular, the algorithms work in a synchronous ring where processors 
do not start simultaneously; and can be modified to work when processors do not 
have a consistent orientation. The lower bounds can be extended to rings with labels 
either for comparison algorithms or for algorithms with labels from large domain 
and bounded time. (Usin the methods from [ 1, 51.) 
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A gap theorem was previously proved in [S] for the bit complexity of recognizing 
languages on an asynchronous ring with a leader. They prove that a language can 
be recognized with O(n) bits if it is regular, while every nonregular language requires 
fi(n log n) bits. The ‘gap theorem’ proved in [9] is essentially a lower bound. They 
prove the following interesting fact: any nonconstant language requires at least 
SZ(n log n) bits for its recognition on the asynchronous anonymous ring. 
The results presented in our paper and the above results aim at classifying the 
complexity of families of functions, rather than dealing with specific functions. We 
hope that such studies will lead to a better understanding of the factors influencing 
distributed computational complexity. 
It is desirable to establish similar results for other models. The first, and probably 
the simplest, extension is the asynchronous anonymous ring. Other network 
topologies are a more difficult task. The most challenging question is to find some 
criterion for functions with inputs from an unbounded domain. 
Appendix 
In this appendix we prove that every PF language is QPF. The proof is done by 
showing that every language that is not QPF is not PF. Recall the condition for a 
language not to be QPF: There exist two words W,, W, E Z*, 1 WOl = 1 W,l, W,$ L, 
W, E L, and an integer k 2 1 s.t. 
(QPW %o, W2 = Go, WC W3Wk), and 
(QPFW Go, WI) = Go, W Wow,)“)- 
We discuss two cases, according to k. In the first case, k > 1, and we show that 
there is a nontrivial permutation. When k = 1, we prove that L is not counter-free 
(which is equivalent o permutation- Tree). In the following discussion let W,, W, 
and k satisfy conditions (‘QPFa) and (QPFb) w.r.t. L. 
Lemma A.l. IfS(qO, W,) f S(q,, WOW0 WI) or 6(qo, WA f S(q,, W, WOW,), then L 
is not PF. 
ProoC Note that in this case k > 1. W.l.o.g., assume that first case holds, i.e., 
S(qO, W-J # 6(q0, W, W, W,). WOW, induces a permutation since S(q,, W,) = 
6(q0, WO( W, W,)k). The permutation is nontrivial since S(q,, W,) Z 
fdqcl, WOWOW,). c.l 
Assume now that k = 1. 
LemmaA.2. W~w’J_Lc-,W~‘Wjl+‘~L(fopi,j)l). 
Proof. WF’ w{+’ E L * 
w,w,w, w{ w;-+ L SbbY L is shift invariant. By (QPFa), 
W~W,W,W{ w;;-‘E I ++ wow{ w;-‘E L. 
Since L is shift invariant, ) M i 2’ ‘I- r E L ‘e==9 ‘,EL. cl 
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Corollary A.3. Wz W;l+ ’ E L. 
Proof. By Lemma A.2, W,” W;+l E Lo W0 W;E L. By (QPFb), W0 W;E Lo 
W,EL. cl 
Corollary A.4. W:+2 WY+’ E L. 
Proof. By Lemma A.2, W:+2 W;+‘ti &t-b Wi W, ti L. By (QPFa), Wg W, E! L- 
W&L. cl 
The class of permutation-free languages has many eqGalent definitions. One of 
these definitions will be used to prove our claim. 
Definition. A regular language is counter-free (CF) il there is an integer N such . 
that for every n > N and, for all m > 0 and any thpee words X, Y, 2 E Z”, 
(CF) XY”ZE L - XY”+“Zk L. 
Theorem AS. A language is CF if and only if it is PIE 
Proof. See 171. Cl 
Lemma A.6 If 6(&i;, W,) = 6(q,, W. W. W,) and S(qO, W,) = S(q,, W, W, W,), then 
L is not CF. 
Proof. If L is a counter-free language, then there exists an N > 0 such that, for all 
n>N and X, Y,ZEZ* and for any m>O, 
XY”ZE L - xY”+“zE L. 
Taking m = 2 and X = h (the empty word), Y = 0 and 2 = I*+‘, we get that 0” I*+’ E L 
(by Corollary A.3) while 0 n+21n+’ e L (by Corollary A.4). Hence, such an N does 
not exist, therefore L is not counter-free. Cl 
.7. Zf L is PF, then L is QPE 
Proof. We show that if L is not QPF, then L is not PF. Assume that L is not QPF; 
then there exists W,, W, and k such that CL: .nditions (QPFa) and (QPFb) are satisfied. 
If k = 1, then, by Lemma A.6, L is not CF and, by Theorem AS, this implies that 
it is not PF. If k > 1, then, by Lemma A.1, there exists a permutation. Hence, L is 
not PF. El 
now ent 
archmer introduced us to [3]. Marc Snir made comments that improved 
the presentation. We benefited from discussions with Danny Dolev and Shmuel Zaks. 
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